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by Rexdl · December 30, 2020Current Version: 3.69.0File size: 141 MBMemorize: www.ReXdl.com-Over 3,000,000 Downloads!- Thanks to your support, we now share the happiness and joy of toy games with millions of players worldwide!-Description- Time can change many things, but not everything.
Take a time ly trip to your dearest childhood, continue your unfinished adventure and join this toy game! Lead your green army soldiers, remote control planes, rubber ducks, transformers and many other toys to defend your bedroom, hallway, living room and backyard against the invasion of the Evil
Legion! To experience a big big war game!-Features-Lilliputian Toy War: • Build headquarters in your bedroom, use your moneybox as a treasure trove, transport resources with your small train and collect metal with magnets. Each household utensil has its unique function here! • Fight the enemies in the
kitchen, living room and even the bathroom! The beautiful and lively battlefields will make the war interesting and fun! Grow your army: • Design and assemble ultimate strategic bombers to take out on your enemies! • Recruit elite toys as heroes to lead your army, let the toy war begin! • Upgrade and
promote your Green Army soldiers, flamethrowers, snipers, tanks, artillery units and many more troops of different types to teach your enemy a lesson! Expand and eradicate: • Compete with real players for more territory, greater power and higher prestige. • Build fortifications to keep the invaders at bay.
Strategize to win: • It takes patience, thinking to play strategy games. Build and deploy your troops with heroes wisely. With a good strategy, you can defeat enemy troops much larger than your size! • Outwit your enemy with intelligence and timing rather than brutal force. Play with Global Players: • Get to
know friends with the same interest and ambition as yours in the Alliance. • Compete or collaborate with other alliances. Diplomacy or war, it's up to you! • Chat with players from all over the world without a barrier anytime and anywhere.-We're waiting for you!- Childhood is unforgettable, and the toy game
is irreplaceable. Join us in the toy world and it will be a better place with your participation! Update 3.69.0Fixed a backlog issue with AMS Championship Create the largest military base the world has ever seen! You enter army training camps as a private on your first day and there is no time to be idle as
you are put through your steps and a series of training challenges to graduate, ready for army action around the world! Earn money as you progress through army training in your base and then manage the expansion of your camp, where you upgrade the value, speed, capacity, and queue sizes of all
training areas. It will be a roller coaster ride, but with no room for lazy or idle cadets, you will love to grow and upgrade your army base. Here are some of the challenges you to complete before you graduate:MOTION YARD - get in shape when you head head practice farm to get your heart rate going with
sit-ups, star jumps and more. URBAN WARFARE – be alert when going through SWAT training in house-to-house combat training. JUNGLE WARFARE – get ready for an adventure in the jungle as you get the helicopter out and idle around before you get down the rope into the jungle. ARCTIC
WARFARE – wrap up warm as you control your heartbeat, shelter from the snow fall and aim straight into the Arctic tundra. HEAVY Machine Gun – hear the tap, tap, heavy machine gun fire tap while exercising. HEAVY ARTILLERY – boom, boom, boom – it's time for the big guns to unleash hell.
CHEMICAL WARFARE – put on your mask, breathe gently and watch your step and make sure you know your way around the misty gas. TANKS - this is for the big boys (and girls), where you wheel your tanks to unleash the big guns to cause maximum damage. Big fallout! DESERT WARFARE – it's
hot, warm, warm and the sand is heavy. So you have to run over the wooden planks. You're not racing here, but speed is fun! NAVAL WARFARE – you may need to be a tycoon to afford a boat, but you need to have confidence on the high seas, so get ready to get wet! EXPLOSIVE TRAINING – pull the
pin and throw for your life when the grenades fly and the explosions are big! PARATROOPER – your development from a cadet will be needed when you freely fall from your plane and land in the target zone. Tycoons don't have to apply! OBSTACLE COURSE – a real adventure for your idle capitalists out
there – you've got the cargo net, monkey bars, muddy seaand rope climbing – a real testament to your fitness. It is the best army idle game you will find and we hope you enjoy the adventure, the action, the feeling of progression and fun. by Rexdl · January 7, 2021Current Version: 1.8.6File size: 40 MB +
496 MBMemorize: www.ReXdl.comPlayers around the world are colliding! Upgraded for 2015 with MORE and NEW gameplay features! Top 10 strategy games in several countries! Raving 4.6 + Stars Rating! Build and fight your way to glory in Castle Clash! With over 100 million clashers worldwide, the
heat is on in the most addictive game ever! In a brilliant mix of fast-paced strategy and thrilling combat, Castle Clash is a game of epic proportions! Hire legions of mighty Heroes and lead an army of mythical creatures, big and small. Fight the top and become the world's greatest warlord. Your empire is
as strong as your creativity! Now available in French, German, Spanish, Italian, Russian, Chinese, Japanese, Korean, Thai, Indonesian and many more to come. Game features: Here Be Demon! Get in on the new boss with your friends! Defend your bases with others in Team HBM! Build and upgrade
your impenetrable fortress! Create the ultimate army from a dozen wild troops! Fast, exciting and realistic battles! Pit your heroes against other players in the Arena! Create your very own Guild and lead it to victory in Guild Wars! with other players and conquer the Team Dungeons! Tap and swipe to cast
powerful spells! Free-to-play fantasy fantasy This game requires an internet connection. Visit our Facebook Fanpage at: . New Heroes: Genteel Droid, Lady Weldcore 2. New talent: Wind's Guidance 3. New insignia: Zero in 4. New Building Achievements 5. Added recording feature to Narcia: War Era 6.
Squad Showdown and Lost Realm Improvements 7. Heroes Trial: Added stages and new Heroes in Hero PoolAPK install it on your device. com.igg.castleclash folder android/ obb copy submitted. Get in the game. This is not your everyday 2D shooter. Clone Armies are different, new and fresh!
Remember how often you smash the reboot button into action shooters, when something went horribly wrong and you died? In our game you will probably do the same – but it's ONE big difference – your previous attempts will back you up! Each additional clone will copy the exact same moves you made,
when you played as it. Choose from many different units ranging from minigun wielding soldier to jet-pack or tank and use this unique mechanics along with your creativity to find one of the hundred ways to complete challenging missions in Clone Armies. Lead your army against the enemy with a red hat
and mustache! Features:Unique gameplay mechanics you've never seen beforeCooking mode multiplayer1v1 multiplayer coming soonVardifferent units with unique stats and abilitiesMangical fun and challenging missions with increasing difficultyMultiple game mods + special Sandbox mode where you
can create unlimited clones in a never ending mapVariety of hats and efects you can obtain to decorate your army of clonesImproved stability Improved networking Minor bugfixes Balance changes: Tomahawk targets nearest enemy Tomahawk base capacity increased to 175 Wall health increased Force
field health increased Gunner damage reduced by 5% Brute damage reduced by 5% War Troops is a fast moving trench attack strategy game. You're the captain, and your goal is to capture enemy trenches. Be ready for War! Climb the levels to unlock exciting new troops and military equipment. You can
use officers, soldiers, artillery, bunkers, snipers, machine gunners, trucks, bazooka, mine, smoke, a tank, and many more. The goal is to cross the battlefield and capture all enemy trenches. This will require careful unit recruitment and strategic timing progress to attack and capture all trenches. Units are
recruited and controlled by pressing the buttons at the top and money trickles in automatically overtime and by eliminating enemies. Using artillery well, can be easy way to master the battlefield! Just remember, never give up and hold your trenches to the last one! Let the trench attack begin. Contact us at
gameskoco@gmail.comFriendly to provide great feedback - it helps us keep going!#Best World War II based ditch strategy game- Gameplay Improvement - Better Visual Effects - Added Reward and Notification System - Exciting Levels and Sounds Go in military training boot camp for basic basic training
for the advanced army training under special forces in one of the best military games u.s. Army Survival Training. The recruits will become part of an elite U.S. Army force. Initial training involves obstacle clearance, survival missions, attack training and security exercises on the sergeant's instructions.
Only your will power can make you the best National Guard soldier in this army training simulator game. The courses have been prepared to keep in sight other best forces such as the Pakistan Army, Indian Army Games and British Army Games. Be prepared to become a trained Army Force officer in the
U.S. Military Academy boot camp after successfully clearing survival missions. The strenuous physical training as well as mental exercises with multiple combat training routines make it the best army game ever. Even in extreme weather conditions, the scorching heat or freezing cold winters or heavy
rainfall cannot shatter your will power. Survive the U.S. armed forces soldiers and commando training missions in a stranded deep forest. An ultimate survival adventure! Train to escape animal attacks, enemy gunshots, swimming, running and breaking through obstacles. Fight like a ninja, search for
weapons to kill the enemy. Kick, hit, shoot and kill! The common military training game is fun to play. You get to know more about other forces as well as the Russian Army from Russia, the French Army from France, the Pakistan Army, the British Army from the UK and the Indian Army from India. Best
Army Simulation Game! You will be trained to cross layers of security with difficult passwords, strong lockers and patrolling enemy security officials for your survival. Be careful with the monitoring of the sensitive areas for monitoring the monitoring of the sensitive. When you enter the U.S. Army War
Training Academy, your physical and mental strength is controlled at each level. This newest army battle training action game is all that you need. Enter the grueling battlefield training sessions with combat sniper rifles, realistic ammunition, special gear, and camouflage to become a trained professional
commander just like a National Guard army soldier. Use simple controls to swipe, jump, run, attack and kill. Enjoy one of the best army training games to train your troops and prepare for a battle. This task force training school gives you very intensive specialized assault courses. The courses have been
compiled from other countries as well, such as Pakistan, India, Russia etc. SWAT games and army games are nothing without jumping, crouching, rope climbing and crawling. Clear the military camp by passing the commando battalion test in this action filled mission game. You need to keep a strict
physical training schedule at the training school. Survive every step of America's war training course coldest nights, rough terrain, warm desserts, muddy roads, steep mountains and Situations to become a skilled soldier. U.S. Army Survival Training Features: √ Interesting Game Play √ smooth and
intuitive controls √ Stunning &amp; High High 3D Graphics √ exciting and challenging mission √ Real Military Academy Environment √ Realistic training of attacking, climbing, fighting, jumping &amp; shooting
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